Querfeldein

von Freunden festival
für Freunde
Querfeldein that means two days Open-Air Festival
in a gentle atmosphere
with various acts placed on two stages.
Each year anew a little bit different.
Music, poetry & cabaret, handicraft DIY, watherslide,
delicious Catering, Chill area, Kicker, swimming lake

and love in the air

it is a proper place to be
for families as well!
So bring your kids along!

we offer to you:
professionelle technical equipment,
placed on a unique stage!
our technical support is delivered by totalrent and TSE AG.
All matters that are related to the backline we do provide, we are going to deal with
short time before the event takes place. Also if you are interessted in arranging the light
+ videoshow . The stage will be yours for 45 - 90 minutes.
Of course yours are welcome to offer your CD + mergendise-goods.
The Querfeldein has a non-commercial character. In this spirit we don´t demand for
enterance-fee and don´t run with marketing-sponsoring. Brainchild remains to be
the idea of creating a nice, inspiring gathering in the countryside, aside from
profitable forces.
"made by friends, devoted to friends" !
The revenues we draw from donations will proportionaly be paied out to yours (of
course less our costs for technics, rent, toilettes,etc). Unfortunately that implies
as well, that we can´t guarantee a dumping of the winnings.
We provide catering for you and you will recieve vouchers at the show-day.
Moreover we offer breakfest.
You have to organize on your own your arrival/ departure and tent/ housing.
Of cours we can give aid to those affaires.
The festival takes place in Marxdorf/ Vierlinden on a field nearby the waterside of the
bauernsee. Approximately 50 km eastwardly of Berlin . You won´t have difficutlies in
finding the place.

gorgeous if you like to join!

your Querfeldein Team

leave the B1 at "Marxdorf"
and follow the festival-signposting
beginning there
coordinates 52.484945, 14.257461

further requests?
info@querfeldeinfestival.de

Förderkreis Kunst, Kultur und Jugend e.V.

www.querfeldeinfestival.de

